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Scale Space is the latest addition to White City’s  

commercial landscape.

Using an innovative modular construction  

technique, Scale Space offers 160,000 sq ft of  

brand new office accommodation.

With approximately 125,000 sq ft leased to  

scaling businesses, the UK’s leading digital venture  

builder and Imperial College Business School.

The first true point-of-need next  
generation sequencing company.

The first true point-of-need next  
generation sequencing company.

Leading provider of cloud, IT and
digital transformation services to

the UK.

The payments as a service API  
platform for digital businesses.

Socially responsible employee  
finance.

The UK’s leading digital venture  
builder.

Transforming small business  
finance through technology, data and  

partnerships.

Combining behavioural science with  
smart technology to tackle chronic  

lifestyle diseases

A professional academy helping  
companies enable real change  

through interactive learning  
experiences.

Consistently ranked among the  
world’s top business schools.

Communal café space.

Providing co-location services for  
companies looking to collaborate with  

Imperial College London.
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White City is home to Yoox  

Net-A-Porter and Novartis,  

with PR giant Publicis Media  

and fashion house Ralph &  

Russo also recently relocating  

to the area. L’Oreal have also  

recently announced White City  

as their future home.

Scale Space is minutes  

away from Westfield. With  

its staggering 740,000 sq ft  

redevelopment, it’s become  

Europe’s largest shopping  

complex.

The area solidified its  

status as a creative hub by

welcoming the Royal College  

of Art and ITV to the former  

BBC Media Works building.

Plus, White City House, Soho  

House’s stylish offshoot, has  

added to the area’s already  

thriving entertainment scene.
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Imperial and local  
community collaboration  

and innovation space

New research home for major  
advances in the chemical and  

molecular sciences
Commercial and laboratory  

space for digital and  
scientific companies

New development for next  
generation of biomedical  

engineering research

Built in collaboration with Imperial  

College London, Scale Space sits within  

Imperial’s major new campus in White  

City, a 23-acre platform for innovation  

and entrepreneurship

Alice Gast,  

President of  

Imperial College  

London:

“We see our White  

City Campus as a  

place where the  

best of business

comes together with the best of  

research and talent from Imperial  

College London to help create the  

enterprises of the future. We’re excited  

about Scale Space and the partnership  

with Blenheim Chalcot as we know  

how critical scaling up is to early-stage  

startups. It’s wonderful to have our  

academic community directly engaged  

in this important ecosystem.”

Autolus • L’Oreal
• Novartis •

Yoox- Net-A-
Porter
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block

ITV • Publicis Group
• Soho House



Central Line Circle, Over 5,000
Hammersmith parkingspaces  
& City Lines available

Connect easily with  

East London’s Tech  

hub without the  

price tag

London’s financial  

heart is in easy  

reach along the  

Central line

Global connections  

are crucial to modern  

business, find  

yourself on the right  

side of London for a  

tight turnaround

With the  

Hammersmith  

& City, Central

and Circle lines a  

short walk away,  

all corners of the  

capital city are  

within easy reach
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Some workspaces are  

all about desks. Our  

spaces are designed for  

innovation and growth.

Located on Imperial  

College

London’s White  

City Campus,  

in the new  

innovation  

district. With

customisable space  

from 3,000 to 56,000  

sq ft. All engineered for

high growth businesses.

Access to talent  

is one of the  

biggest barriers to  

scaling. Our scale  

up services are  

designed to help.

Our talent services  

help members make  

the right hires as they  

grow. While our trusted  

partners plug the gaps,  

providing services  

such as legal, tax and  

marketing.

People grow  

businesses. That’s  

why we curate our

community so carefully.

We plug members  

into venture builders,

academics, researchers,  

tech leaders and  

executives. So you

can find the mentors,  

partners, customers  

and investors you need  

to grow.

We’re a community of venture builders,  

academics, corporate innovators and serial  

scalers. Brought together to unlock the  

potential of UK innovation by helping innovative  

businesses to scale.

Built on over 20 years’ experience of the UK’s  

leading venture builder, as well as research and  

talent from world leading universities, we know  

what it takes to scale.

We call them our ingredients for great.  

Connecting businesses to the people, services  

and space they need to accelerate growth and  

thrive.

Scaling is a science.

One we’ve been fine-

tuning for decades.

We bring together world  

leading research, advice  

and best practice on  

how to successfully  

scale. So our members  

don’t have to reinvent  

the wheel.
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Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy,no responsibility is taken for any error, omission or misstatement in these particulars. All floor areas are approximate. Date of preparation December 2020.

Imperial College White City Campus

58 Wood Lane London W12 7RZ

Stuart Austin  

stuart.austin@eu.jll.com 

07912 299 725

Ollie Mcleod  

ollie.mcleod@eu.jll.com 

07790 562 040

020 8748 1200020 3147 1112

Justin Clack  

jclack@frostmeadowcroft.com 

07929 858493

Simon Kibble  

skibble@frostmeadowcroft.com 

07774 646393

Guide Rent £49.50 psf

Guide Service and Estate charge £6.50 psf

Estimated Business Rates £18.50 psf
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